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Indian occupational regime deploys tools to label Kashmiris as “Over
Ground Workers”
Unjust exercise of authority and power can be termed as oppression, in order to
scapegoat and suppress an individual his/her humanity is to be taken away by
terming or labelling him/her other than a human being. The occupational forces in
IOJ&K have coined the term “Over Ground Workers” to deprive Kashmiri civilians
of their humanity because human rights apply to humans not ground workers.
Tools of mass surveillance depriving Kashmiris of any possible privacy are being
deployed at every nook and corner of Srinagar and possibly other districts as well,
which includes 300 units of High Resolution FRT (Face recognition) cameras
,CCTV cameras, mobile bunkers and drones [1] which will enable Indian state to
creep over every aspect of daily social life of masses making them subjects under
constant surveillance, a slight mistake of lingering near anything which Indian state
might deem suspicious be it a harmless protest for basic rights or standing next to
a possible/potential pro civil rights activist can lead to a life time in jail even death
under mysterious circumstances.
The word surveillance is binary in nature, derived from the French verb “to watch
over.” As in, watching over an individual or individuals, but also watching over them
to ensure that they meet a certain standard of behavior. Conceptually, surveillance
both enables and constrains, it is used both to protect and to control [2]. In case of
India we can say for sure it is used to constrain, control, persecute and label
Kashmiris as ground workers.
_________________________________________________________________________
[1] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/06/modi-regime-plans-to-install-face-recognizing-cameras-in-srinagar.html
[2] https://www.economist.com/open-future/2019/12/13/surveillance-is-a-fact-of-life-so-make-privacy-a-human-right

PSA, UAPA, TADA undermining the Judiciary, detention practices that
facilitates abuse
Judicial system of IOJ&K under constant meddling of occupational state agencies
has been unable to provide any recourse for victims of human rights violations or
relief for their families because security personnel routinely flout laws and
procedures that would afford detainees and witnesses some protection. However
despite their grip over the institution forces prefer bypassing courts by either
detaining innocent suspects indefinitely through administrative means or by killing
them. Following administrative means are utilized to incarcerate innocent activists,
politicians and youth:
The Public Safety Act (PSA)
Terrorist and Disruptive Activities Act (TADA)
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA)
The Public Safety Act allows for a non-renewable two-year detention without trial.
Once the detention order expires, new charges are brought against the detainee,
often based on an alleged crime committed in the early 1990s when the Terrorist
and Disruptive Activities Act (TADA) was in full swing. TADA provides for one year of
detention without trial.
Since 2019, the Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) administration has booked over 2,300
people in more than 1,200 cases under the Unlawful Activities Prevention Act
(UAPA), and 954 people under the Public Safety Act (PSA). Of these, 46 per cent of
those booked under UAPA and about 30 per cent of those detained under PSA are
still in jail, both inside and outside J&K [3].Many civil rights activists and politicians
are required to appear before TADA courts every fifteen days these leaders are
summoned from Kashmir valley to Jammu region for appearing before the TADA
court in the 30 years old false case most likely made on false charges.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

[3 https://indianexpress.com/article/india/2300-booked-under-uapa-in-jk-since-2019-nearly-half-still-in-jail-7438806

Without an arrest warrant Indian forces detain two young men on false
charges of being militant and over ground worker

Indian Occupational forces to make ordinary Kashmiri lives more miserable launched
a so called conducting cordon and search operations in Baramulla district on 6 th of
December 2021 [4]. Without giving any explanation or elaboration the forces took
under custody two young men named:
Towfeeq Kaboo from Ningli, Sopore Baramulla.
Bilal Ahmad Kaloo from Ningli, Sopore Baramulla.
So called operation unfolded when joint teams of army, police and CRPF cordoned
off main chowk Sopore, Tehsil road, main market Sopore, and Shalpora Khushal
Matoo areas and sealed all entry and exit points to these areas, area was reminiscent
of ghetto where people were made prisoners in their own homes.
So far 163, 98 civilians have been arrested across IOJ&K [5]. These unwarranted
arrests speak volumes of Indian incompetency to accomplish objectives required of
an operation. Just to ease the file work and to claim non existing accolades usually
ordinary men are labelled ground workers or militants without evidence and in worst
case scenario killed in staged encounters.
Crackdown was the name given to search operations in early 1990s.During such
crackdowns all the male population usually is ordered to assemble in some open place
and soldiers from Army, Border Security Force (BSF) or Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) start house to house search to check presence of so called armed
fighters. People would be taken out for identification parades before the arrested
civilians or people who had been declared Over Ground Workers (OWGs) of
militants who would be kept inside military vehicles.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[4] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/06/indian-forces-arrest-two-youth-in-baramulla.html
[5] Kashmir media service

APHC, s martyred leader’s children remain incarcerated for merely
raising pro civil liberty slogans a father’s funeral
On May 6, 2021, when last rites of late Hurriyat leader Muhammad Ashraf Sehrai
were being performed at Village Tekipora Tulkhan was martyred in prison, two sons
and a grandson of late leader were arrested under the Unlawful Activities Prevention
Act (UAPA) under Section 13, 18 and 38 [6] .
Mujahid Ashraf Khan, Rashid Ashraf Khan and grandson, Muhammad Altaf Khan
were arrested without warrant and inquiry over an unverified rumor of merely raising
pro civil liberty slogans which don’t tantamount to pro separatist slogans at their
father’s funeral who embraced sublime decree of martyrdom under mysterious
circumstances at the draconian prison. There is no material on record to hold that an
offence under Section 18 of the ULA (P) Act was made out against the incarcerated,
however India is known to utilize black laws which don’t require an investigation or
inquiry of any sort just to exacerbate of already grieving families of recently deceased
leader.
Authorities have made fictitious charges against the trio while they were mourning
the death of their father, it is absolute lawlessness and innocent civilians are being
booked for no fault .Late leader’s that his children do not have any record of indulging
in any unlawful activities and just like previous .
Occupational forces have made ordinary lives miserable CASOs have become a
routine, nocturnal CASOs, mainly in the rural areas of Kashmir have left Kashmiri
masses sleepless always fearing what might happen next, over the years, the
security forces have been accused of harassment and ransacking of property during
CASOs, including molestation of women and detention of civilians.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[6] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/06/indian-forces-arrest-two-youth-in-baramulla.html

Joint team of Police, army’s 34 RR and 178BnCRPF launched a cordon
and search operation CASO killing three civilians
Three youth was martyred when a so
called encounter unfolded Check-eCholan area of the district Shopian on 8th
of December 2021 when Indian Army’s
34RR, 178Bn CRPF and police
surrounded the area and cordoned off all
exit points. [7] Continuing their fascist
tactics to implant fear a residential house
was also destroyed, chemical substances
were used to flush out the civilians then
they were shot at. Internet service has
been suspended fearing people sharing
details of execution style killings.
Martyred civilians were identified as:
Amir Hussain Ganie resident of Check Cholan Shopian.
Rayees Ahmed Mir resident of Kapran Shopian.
Haseeb Ahmad Dar resident of Khudwani Kulgam.
Indian security forces have been making systematic use of state-sponsored broad
daylight murders in the name of CASO operations, also utilizing hit-squads of
Ikhwan-ul-Muslimoon and Tehreek-e-Watan stooges/renegades to carry out abusive
tactics with no accountability. Indian forces are responsible for grave human rights
abuses, including summary executions, disappearances, torture, and illegal detention.
Routine cordon and search operations (CASO), are leaving the ailing, old and
children to face the brunt of the chilly conditions. The regular anti-militancy exercise
is conducted by security forces in residential areas of the Valley. People are lamenting
that these operations cause massive inconvenience to ordinary citizens, especially the
vulnerable. People are forced to come out of their homes in the bone-chilling cold,
harassed, intimidated and paraded.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[7] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/08/indian-troops-martyr-one-kashmiri-youth-in-shopian-2.html

Mass raids carried out by Indian occupational forces throughout
several districts of IOJ&K
Indian brutalities against Kashmiri people have become a norm where sane voices
get prosecuted and silenced by ongoing Indian state terrorism in the occupied territory
India has failed to suppress the Kashmiris’ struggle for freedom despite using all
inhuman tactics including torture, arrests and massacres in the territory.
On 7th of December Indian forces accompanied by notorious NIA carried out massive
raids all across valley and Jammu regions at 16 locations in a desperate attempt to
curb growing decent[8] .The troops forced assembled intimidated, harassed and
paraded the locals including women, children and elderly outdoors as so called
operation unfolded in various districts
Some of the districts include:
Srinagar
Budgam

Baramulla
Kupwara

Bandipore
Pulwama

Shopian

Islamabad

Kulgam

Rajouri

Poonch

Meanwhile, the J&K Police under direction of occupational forces detained as many
as 570 people across the Valley following a string of targeted arrests and has been
confirmed by Indian state affiliated private media [9].Jerky response of forces with
shabby details of success with locals being paraded in cold speaks volumes of
professionalism of Indian NIA.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[8] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/07/dozens-arrested-during-forces-raids-in-iiojk.html
[9] india_today-7-12-2021

Hyderpora massacre inquiry pending as victim families demand justice

Four Kashmiri civilians, Altaf Bhatt, Amir Ahmad Magray and Doctor Mudassir
Ahmed along with another young man were killed and used as human shields by
Indian occupation forces during a fake encounter in Hyderpora Srinagar, a probe
was promised to be put into action but the allotted time for the final report into the
fake encounter which was 15 days has passed without any assurance of justice from
the authorities [10]. It’s been 17 days (with respect to this HR report being written)
and the inquiry is still pending with government officials bringing up ruses to delay
the procedure.
Several days after the occupational authorities from surmounting pressure ordered
a magisterial probe into the Hyderpora massacre in which four people were killed,
no eyewitnesses could turn up to record their statement and neither authorities
retrieved the CCTV footage from the alleged gunfight site raising question about
impartiality of inquiry and indicates possible state bullying to the witnesses [11] .
Magisterial probe into the killing of civilians was issued on November 19. The
authorities appointed Additional District Magistrate (ADM) Srinagar as an Inquiry
Officer (IO). The report was supposed to be submitted on 4th of December 2021.
However, many days past the deadline, the contents of the report are yet to be
made public which raises doubts about the shabby nature of whole matter.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[10] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/07/hyderpora-fake-encounter-authorities-fail-to-complete-probe-in-15-days.html
[11] https://thekashmirwalla.com/in-hyderpora-inquiry-no-eyewitness-shows-up-no-cctv-footage-retrieved

EU calls for de-escalation, resolution of Kashmir dispute through
dialogue
During sixth round of EU-Pak Strategic
Dialogue on 8th of December 2021 Josep
Borrell Vice-President of the European
Commission welcomed as an important
step, in the interest of regional peace and
stability, the agreement of February
2021 between India and Pakistan for
observance of ceasefire understanding
at the Line of Control in Jammu and
Kashmir and to engage through the
established mechanisms [12].It comes
after Indian forces have launch a
massive crack down on HR activists and
civilians.
The European Union (EU) reiterated its support for Kashmir cause and is closely
following the human rights situation in the Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir (IIOJK), as High Representative for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy of the
EU and Vice-President of the European Commission Josep Borrell calls for deescalation/resolution of Kashmir dispute through dialogue. Twenty seven nation
bloc called for “restraint, de-escalation of tensions and resolution of the dispute
through dialogue and constructive political and diplomatic engagement”.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[12] https://www.app.com.pk/global/eu-closely-monitoring-jammu-kashmirs-human-rights-situation-josep-borrell

Unmarked graves and grieving families
Ather Mushtaq Wani, a class 11 student was
killed by Indian forces in Lawaypora on
December 30, 2020 when he was just 16 .Indian
occupational authorities without an evidence or
inquiry declared him a militant and buried the
martyr at an un-disclosed location denying his
mourning family their right to perform last rites
of their beloved boy. The same year, the
Inspector General of Police (IGP) of Kashmir,
Vijay Kumar announced in a press conference
that they had buried 158 individuals in isolated
locations across the Valley in a move which,
according to him, had stopped the
‘glamourizing’ of “militants”. He called this
action historic, but fact remains that mostly
innocent boys are executed without evidence.
Father of Ather, Mushtaq Ahmad Wani, has been denied permission to put an epitaph
on his teenage son’s grave who lays buried about 150 Kilometers away from his
home, in Gund village of Sonmarg for the last 11 months, Mushtaq Ahmad Wani has
stuck to a painful ritual. Almost every day, he tends to an empty grave near his home,
hoping to bury his only son, killed in a controversial encounter. Wani says his son
along with two other boys was picked up from three different areas, taken to Srinagar
and killed in a fake encounter. There was no police record to suggest his son, a class
11 student, was involved in any militant activities [13] .This case is not first of its kind
on June 30th, Indian security forces launched an anti-militancy operation at Chimmer
village in southern Kashmir's Kulgam district. They said two militants and their
associate, Zakir Bashir, 19, were killed during the operation. Bashir’s family said he
was an innocent civilian and cricket player, who was picked up from his home while
having lunch with his family [14]. Indian occupational authorities fail to acknowledge
basic human rights, their perception is limited and narrow as resent against the
occupation can’t be vanquished through such acts
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[13] https://www.news18.com/news/india/a-fathers-loss-and-renewed-hope-to-get-his-sons-body-4474670.html
[14] https://www.dw.com/en/kashmir-why-is-anger-rising-over-secretive-militant-burials/a-59979221

President Modi called Fascist far right leader who sells democracy by
New York Times as democracy Summit unfolds

Virtual Democracy Summit hosted by President Joe Biden of the United States of
America is being called out a controversial move which will further the rift between
the eastern and western block. Pakistan Though invited declined the invitation citing
it to be unipolar and controversial as many unpopular leaders like PM Modi with a
track record of minority suppression and prosecution was invited as well.
American media was quick to point out and New York times in an article published
on 9th of December wrote “Turning a blind eye to business-friendly far-right leaders
like Prime Minister Narendra Modi of India, plays into the hands of aspiring
authoritarians in Western democracies, such as Donald Trump and Silvio Berlusconi
in Italy, who envision running states like a business, most important, it sells
democracy an ideal based on freedom and equality” [15].
Such an article signifies how irresponsible acts on interest, inclusion and unipolar
world view main streams dictators and minority prosecutors.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

[15] https://www.nytimes.com/2021/12/09/opinion/biden-democracy-summit.html

Washington Post slams Indian state over PM Modi being invited to
Virtual Democracy Summit

Washington post in an
article published on
8th of December 2021
thoroughly criticized
Indian
policy
of
repression of Kashmir
particularly its civil
society. Some of the
facts pointed out are
below: [16]

 Assault on the basic democratic norms of freedom of expression and rule of law
and Kashmir’s civil society.
 Arrest of Khurram Parvez Kashmiri human rights defender who works with the
Jammu Kashmir Coalition of Civil Society (JKCCS), which has documented
reports of violence such as mass graves, torture and extrajudicial killings by the
Indian armed forces in Kashmir.
 Draconian UAPA black Law which designates ordinary people as terrorists
without a trial, inquiry or warrant.
 United Nations acknowledgement of UAPA as being assault on human rights.
 Immense obstacles enacted in way of Association of Parents of Disappeared
Persons, as well as journalists and academics to highlight the impact of the
Indian government and army’s actions in Kashmir by occupational authorities.

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[16] https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/12/08/kashmir-civil-society-khurram-parvez-democracy-summit-india

 Settler-colonial projects that seeks to alter the demographics of the Muslimmajority disputed region.
 Free media suppression, mentioning of 40 journalists who have been called for
a background check, summoned or raided many booked under UAPA.
 Mention of Ather Mushtaq Wani and Muhammad Ashraf Sehrai, s sons.
 No-fly list for Journalists, activists and academics also signing a “bond”
promising “good behavior” to travel internationally.
 Ajit Dorval’s claims about a “fourth generation warfare” against civil society
and acknowledging fighting terror is therefore a pretense to silence Kashmiri
voices that are raising awareness of India’s decades-long human rights
violations, in addition to criminalizing those who support Kashmir’s freedom
movement.
 India’s sly crafting of a narrative of “white-collar terrorism” to rebrand
professionals who are sympathetic to the Kashmir freedom movement or
critical of the Indian government as terrorists.
The article in the end questioned American worldview, interests and inclusions for
turning a blind eye to the grave HR violations committed by India’s fascist Hinduvta
ethanonationalist, religious extremist regime as American has taken the place of
former Soviet Union with respect to Kashmir and Indian inclusion into the Quad
against China is enabling Hinduvta thugs to commit grave violations of Human
rights.

Indian Occupational Forces Allegedly Forcing Drivers to remove
‘Islamabad’ Destination Boards from Vehicles
The town was founded by Islam Khan, the Mughal Government in the 18th century
and he named it as Islamabad [17] , However Indian obsession with regard to Pakistan
and Muslims in particular has surmounted in another way by forcing local taxi drivers
and transporters to avoid using the name and instead referring to it as Anantnag.
Taxi drivers in south Kashmir’s Anantnag district have alleged that the government
force personnel have been forcing them for a name change on the destination signs
[18].
Such is the state of blinded illiterate individuals tasked with suppression of masses
and molding of Kashmiris in their image.

CASO launched in Pulwama killing one youth
On 12th of December 2021 Indian occupational
forces martyred one Kashmiri youth continuing
their lawless black law mandated killings [19].
The slain young man has been identified as
Sameer Ahmed Tantray of Bargam
Awantipora.Cordon and search operation was
launched in Bargam area of Awantipora
Pulwama sealing all entry and exists points
with suspension of phone and internet services.
The forces as per their usual tactics of
subversion were reported to have threatened
locals and warned them of consequences if any
resentment against the occupational forces
were to be observed.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
[17] Valley of Kashmir’ by Walter Lawrence and ‘Jammu and Kashmir Territories’ by F. Drew.
[18] https://thekashmiriyat.co.uk/call-it-anantnag-not-islamabad-forces-allegedly-forcing-drivers-to-remove-islamabad-destination-boards-from-vehicle
[19] https://www.kmsnews.org/kms/2021/12/12/indian-troops-martyr-one-kashmiri-youth-in-pulwama-2.html
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